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I would like to keep the date format as below. I am able to get the time format
as: 05/03/18 3:00 AM. Date Time Day Month Year 05-03-2018 3:00 AM 5 3 2018
How to achieve this? A: Without knowing if you are really allowed to display non-
chronological time, the following may be doable. First, iterate over the lines in
your text file, and check the first character. Is it a space? If so, replace the space
with -. if you look for your format, then use explode() to split on '-'. This may not
be allowed. If you are only allowed to use PHP 5.3+ then try the following. A
more complex solution would be possible, but it is not clear that the class
allowed the issue (not being familiar with the book). $dateString = '06-06-2015
9:25 PM'; if (strtok(str_replace(' ', '-', $dateString), '-')) { list(, $day, $month,
$year) = explode('-', $dateString); $date = new \DateTime( $year, $month,
$day); } print $date; 1. Technical Field The present invention relates to a power
conversion device, and more particularly to a power conversion device which is
more stabilized. 2. Related Art A power conversion device which converts a DC
voltage into an AC voltage through a converter is widely used as an alternating
current power supply of a household or commercial electronic equipment. The
power conversion device converts a power with the voltage maintained generally
constant to a power with a voltage fluctuating due to a ripple component.
However, in this power conversion device, a current flowing through an output
switching circuit is fluctuated by the ripple component, which may lower a power
factor. For example, JP-A-2005-354731 discloses a technology capable of
suppressing a switching loss by stopping a switching operation of a power
switching circuit according to the ripple component by connecting a capacitance
having a great capacity between
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